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Letter  from the Chair 

Hello Delegates, 
On behalf of the  Saint Ignatius Model UN team, my  Vice Chair  and myself, 

welcome to  SIMUN XVI! My  name is  Pearson Love and I have been a member of 
SIMUN since my  sophomore year. Now, as a senior, I  am so excited to be chairing my 
last SIMUN conference. I have attended conferences all over the country, and the world 
including conferences in Boston, Beijing and St. Louis, among others. Besides  MUN, I 
spend my free time  playing field hockey and lacrosse,  interning with JB Pritzker’s 
campaign for governor and volunteering  with disabled teens. 

During our  committee, we will be discussing  both how  to protect the rights of 
refugees but also  how  to  create permanent solutions.  Hopefully with  these topics, this 
committee can  address both solutions to  improve current conditions for refugees in the 
present but  also create long lasting  solutions I  am  hoping  that each and every one  of 
you  is prepared with  background information regarding the topic, knowledge 
regarding current policies being implemented and also  new ideas of how  to solve  this 
increasingly relevant  issue.  Delegates should be prepared to both represent their own 
countries beliefs and policies but to also work  together with other delegates to  create 
solutions  that benefit all countries around the world. If you  have any questions during 
debate or even  before committee begins, do not hesitate to  contact me. I will be happy 
to answer any questions you have regarding the  UNHCR, our SIMUN team or even just 
MUN in general.  
See  you soon! 
Pearson Love 
 

Hi everyone, 
 My  name is Sachin, and  I am  a senior  at Saint Ignatius. I have worked on 

committees ranging from the  UNHCR like this to  the World Trade Organization. 
Outside of  Model UN, I play soccer and am heavily involved in  Club  India. I am  very 
excited to  be part of this  committee with you, and I look forward  to all the great 
resolutions  you come up with! 
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Topic  A: Protecting the Rights of  Refugees  
A refugee, as defined  by the 1951 Convention relating to  the Status of Refugees, is 

a person who  “owing to a  well-founded 

fear of being persecuted  for reasons of race, 

religion, nationality,  membership of  a 

particular social group, or political opinion, 

is  outside the country of  his nationality, and 

is  unable to  or, owing to  such fear, is 

unwilling to  avail himself of the protection 

of that country...  “ Worldwide there are 

almost 22.5  million  refugees, over half of 

them  under  the age  of 18.  By  definition, 

any  refugee  has already suffered  the violation of their human rights but often times, 

these  violations  continue in refugee camps as a result of the  massive overcrowding that 

makes  it nearly impossible for individuals  to  be granted their rights. Governments 

almost always guarantee the personal rights of  their citizens, but the UNHCR’s role is 

to ensure that nations award these  rights to the refugees seeking asylum  in their 

country.  These include the  rights to education, healthcare, sanitary conditions, food 

and water, and the  right to  work among many others. Although the  UNHCR was not 

initially funded with  the goal of coordinating resources such as food and housing, as 

the amount  of refugees has  increased,  the UNHCR has begun to take a more active role 

in this aspect. Overall, the  UNHCR  is  responsible for  ensuring that governments adopt 

just and effective  refugee law. 
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What Rights  do Refugees Have? 

Under the 1948 Universal  Declaration of Human Rights, all people are guaranteed 

the right to seek and obtain asylum in 

other countries but beyond this,  this 

declaration does  not grant any further rights to 

refugees. In 1951  though, the Convention relating  to the Status of Refugees was created 

to address  the rights  of refugees specifically. One of the most important points in the 

convention  is the principle of non-refoulment. This right ensures that host states will 

not return refugees to “the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom would be 

threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality, membership  of a particular 

social group  or political opinion.”  This is especially  important because it ensures that 

refugees are not returned to  nations where they  are unsafe. Nations do have the ability 

to expel those people who  they have reason  to believe  to be a threat to  the nation . 
Besides this,  refugees possess  juridical rights under  Chapter II. Articles 13 and 14 of this 

chapter give  refugees the  rights to  physical and  intellectual property. Included in the 

intellectual property are inventions, designs, literature and art, among others. Another 

important aspect of  the juridicial rights of refugees is access to  courts. Under Article 16, 

refugees have free access to and equal treatment in the courts. Chapter  III  of the 

Convention  provides refugees with the right to  be self employed,  seek  employment and 

if employed, possess the  same rights as  citizens  regarding wages, minimum and 

maximum hours and fair  treatment at their place of work. Another important Chapter 
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in the  Convention is Chapter IV relating  to  welfare. This  chapter ensures that refugees 

have basic  rights such  as  education, housing, food  and water, sanitation and healthcare. 

Nations, with the help of  the UNHCR,  are responsible for providing the resources 

necessary  to  obtain  these basic rights to refugees. Lastly, refugees have the freedom to 

movement,  both within the nation and outside of it under Chapter V. This Chapter both 

provides refugee  with  the right to  movement but also includes articles to make this 

movement possible  such  as Articles 27 and 28 which  stipulate that nations provide 

travel documents to refugees and Article  29 which ensures that states do not impose 

taxes  or duties on  refugees attempting to enter  or exit the  nation. In general, refugees 

should be granted  the same  rights as  nationals of the receiving country in regards to 

their ability to  travel, welfare, legal rights, education, employment and property.  

 Current Situation 

Currently, refugee camps  are overcrowded and lacking many of the  basic 

resources needed  to ensure that the rights  of refugees are ensured including sanitation, 

food and housing. The governments of many nations are  ill-equipped to deal with the 

influx of refugees  and as a result of  this, cannot provide refugees with the services such 

as housing,  education and employment that they are responsible for providing. Often 

times, nations with refugees camps are underdeveloped and do not have the 

infrastructure or resources to deal with their own  citizens, let alone people from other 

nations. As  a result of this, refugees can become tossed aside into  camps. 

 Although  refugees are escaping a nation  that limits their rights, oftentimes, the 

situation  in the camps is not much better. The  food rations delegated to each person are 

often not enough and extras  are  fought over. One study even found that in a refugee 

camp in Thailand, 30% of  the population  was chronically malnourished. A UNHCR 

study found that even if  refugees receive an appropriate number of calories, they will 

often sell their rations in order to  buy non-food  goods. Besides access to safe food, 

refugees often live in squalor; the housing that governments provide is usually 

inadequate  to safely shelter people. One  study at the Palestinian refugee camp, 
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Jalazone, found  that 50.5% of  housing had mold, 37% had leaks and  41.5% was exposed 

to the sun.  Additionally, 61% of households held 3-5 people per room.  

Compared to where refugees are  coming from,  these conditions are often almost, 

if not equally as  poor and in direct violation to  many of the clauses in the Convention 

mentioned above.  Besides  physical needs, refugees also  need access  to education, job 

training, and  counseling, which is  often not provided. There is no infrastructure in place 

in order to  provide  these services  to refugees. Because refugee camps are so 

underdeveloped and often ineffective, they most often do  not follow the rights set out 

by Convention.  

Questions  to Consider 
• How  can  current legal frameworks be updated to  address this issue? 

• How  can  we create new  legal frameworks  to  ensure the rights of refugees? 

• How  can  we create a system  of  better providing  resources to refugees? 

• How  can  we help  to reduce situations  that create refugees? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Topic  B: Permanent Solutions for  Refugees 
With  over 20 million people  in refugee camps, they  have become places where 

people are  simply surviving 

and not thriving. Refugee 

camps are  designed  for short 

term  situations and  were not 
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created to provide  long term aid for people. Although the UNHCR  and nations have 

worked together to  create  durable solutions for refugees, most of them  end up waiting 

in camps until they return to  their country. Often times, conflicts  can  take  years to end 

so that conditions can be  safe again. Another issue with refugee camps is that they 

promote an  aid-dependent life style. After  years of living in  a camp where food, water 

and shelter are provided, individuals become dependent  on the aid they have received 

and when they are inevitably placed in a situation where  they are required to  sustain 

themselves,  it is very difficult for them  to  assimilate  and survive. Refugees can be better 

served in a  camp that provides education in the culture and  language, job  training and 

help with finding employment and housing when they  no  longer live in the camp. 

Although  this seems  like an obvious answer to  the aid-dependancy issue, oftentimes 

governments  do not have  the funds or resources to  provide these services. Some groups 

have advocated for the  end of refugee camps, but if this  was to  occur, it is unclear 

where refugees who could not  longer  live in their country  would go. Although refugee 

camps are not the perfect long  term  solution for  many individuals, they are much better 

than staying in  violent countries or  living  on the streets. Because refugee camps are not 

a good long term solution,  it is up to  the UNHCR to find new solutions for refugees 

who  may  not be able to  return to their country for years, if ever. 

3  Options  for  Refugees 

 In the UNHCR’s  2006 10-Point  Plan, 3 options for permanent solutions for 

refugees were identified:  local integration, resettlement and voluntary repatriation. 

Although  these 3 options  have been identified by the UNHCR, it is our job to  create the 

legal  framework necessary  to  implement these. Irregardless of which option is the best 

for each individual, every refugee should eventually become  self reliant and integrated 

into whichever community they  live in. 

Voluntary  repatriation  refers to the voluntary return to a country of origin. One 

important fact to note is that  it must be 

ensured that this is  completely voluntary. 
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Measures  should  be taken to ensure that any choice made is voluntary and without 

coercion. If this  is to be feasible, the conflict in that region must be reduced and 

resources should  be distributed  to  ensure that refugees continue  to be cared for. There 

are 4 core  components of  repatriation: physical  safety, legal  safety, material safety and 

reconciliation. Physical safety refers to  an  ebb of violence, reintegration of police and 

human rights  agencies  and improved security. Legal safety refers to  the removal of 

legal  barriers, legislation that could be discriminatory or  limit the refugee’s citizenship 

rights  and a strong judiciary  that can  address human  rights violations.  

Material safety is access to  the basic needs for survival such as food, water, shelter and  

education.  This also includes access to health services, employment opportunities and 

the ability to be economically self  reliant. 

Lastly, reconciliation refers  to the 

rebuilding of relationships  with locals 

and the displaced  persons. The UNHCR 

also  calls for continued monitoring  of the 

refugee after they have  been returned  in 

order to ensure that  these components are 

being  fulfilled. As defined  by the 

UNHCR, reintegration will  eventually  result in “the disappearance of differences in 

legal  rights  and duties  between returnees and their  compatriots and  the equal access of 

returnees to  services, productive assets  and opportunities…returnees and communities 

in areas of  return should  benefit equally from improved access to productive assets and 

social services.” They should have the  same political, economic, legal and social rights 

as they had before  being  displaced.  

The second  option  for refugees  is integration  into local  communities. In any 

situation  where repatriation  is 

not possible  because of  either 

continued violence or the  fear of 

persecution  if they  were to 
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return, the next option is integration. Although a difficult process that requires both 

cooperation  from  the refugee and the receiving society, this can be very  successful after 

measures are taken  to ensure that individuals are integrated legally, economically, 

socially and  culturally.  Often times, host countries may want  to integrate refugees into 

their community but lack  the resources to  do so  and the UNHCR  should attempt  to 

provide these resources. Other times, the people of host  countries are not as welcoming 

and refugees can experience racism and prejudice from  nationals of the country. What 

many  people  do not realize is that refugees  can often benefit local economies and 

environments. This body should attempt to  create solutions  that allow refugees to both 

live  safely and benefit their new  homes.  

The last solution for refugees is resettlement . This  is an option best for  those 

persons who  have  little 

chance to integrate into 

their current country or to 

return to their original 

home. Often  times, 

resettlement  is apart  of a 

burden sharing agreement- 

an agreement  between 

many nations  to share 

responsibility for the 

protection of  refugees. This 

agreement can  be either 

physical, which often results  in resettlement,  or financial. This can be difficult as  the 

3rd-party  country must agree to  accept the refugees and often countries have  strict 

quotas of  how many  refugees they will accept for  permanent settlement. Resettlement 

states are responsible for providing refugees with legal and  physical protection and 

similar rights as those  enjoyed by  nationals. They also  are usually responsible for 

funding the  resettlement of refugees with some help from  the UNHCR  when absolutely 
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necessary. Currently, 37 countries  accept refugees for resettlement. Often times, 

refugees are resettled in nations that are completely different from  their original ones in 

terms  of language,  society  and culture. The UNHCR, the nation and NGOs must work 

together in order to  provide services to  facilitate integration. This includes education in 

language and the culture and job training.  Resettlement  will eventually transition into 

integration and will require many of the same  programs  and solutions as integration.  

 

Questions  to Consider 
• Should refugee camps continue  to exist? 

• How  can  refugees  be assimilated into a new country? 

• Should nations  that accept refugees be given rewards? 

• How  can  nationals  of countries be made aware that refugees are not dangerous? 

• How  can  we eliminate persecution against refugees in their new countries? 

• What can  be done  to ensure that refugees are ready for life outside camp? 

• How  can  violence be eliminated  so  refugees can  return to their original homes? 

•  
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